Vargas Jerry-CJV005
From:	Vitone Joe-EJV001
Sent:	Thursday, September 03, 1998 11:37 AM
To:	'ron_hedges@pagenet.com'
Cc:	Vargas Jerry-CJV005; Ellis Robert-CPAG44; Landry John-CGNG17
Ron,

Below, please find the answers to the questions you had regarding the operation of the Nucleus I-20.

1.	How is mode shifting done between 4500 and 4800 deviation levels?
The Nucleus samples the BAUD rate clock from the C2000 and determines the rate.  Low speed paging, POCSAG, will be sent at the nominal deviation setting (Mode A).  High-speed paging, Flex, will be sent at the hard coded deviation level of 4800. The  Reflex method is the same, but there is an additional signal from the C2000, the Wide/Narrow deviation signal which is hard wired to the Nucleus.  Asserting the signal to the active state will cause the Nucleus to transition to the narrow deviation mode (2400).

2.	The power out indication on the C2000 does not match the value displayed on the Nucleus.
The value of the power output sent back to the C2000 was limited to 255 watts, based on a requirement in an earlier release of C2000 code.  This issue will be resolved in a later release of SCM code due out, I believe, 4th quarter 98.
Y the Nucleus
3.	The Nucleus cannot be reset from the C2000.
The C2000 provides a logic level reset line.  This is not supported by the Nucleus.  The Nucleus does support a reset command over the I-20 communication link.

4.	Screen 7,1 on the C2000 does not accurately display the SCM information.
The Mode indication is not supported by the Nucleus.  The Frequency offset remains at 12HZ in the GL mode but works in the Basic mode, this appears to be a GL issue. 

5.	Screen 7,2 settings parameters, are not updated.
Not all the parameters are supported.

6.	Frequency offsets are sometimes lost.
The offsets are sent to the Nucleus sequentially along with the channel information, since this is a global setting in the nucleus, the data from the last channel sent (8) will be used.

7.	Alarming from C2000 doesn’t work.
The Nucleus supports Low forward, High Reflected, and High Forward on the I-20 link.

8.	The Nucleus keys even with dashes in the frequency output field of the C2000.
The output fields are for setting up the parallel interface on the C2000, which is not supported by the Nucleus.  All channel selection is supported over the I-20 communication link.

9.	Unable to see the Flex offsets on a scope.
This function has been verified by engineering with a modulation analyzer.

10.	Excessive delay between the C2000 indication and the display on the Nucleus front panel.
Some parameters require exiting and re-entering, others will be delayed.

11.	Software download not supported.
Software download is supported, a special flash file with a gl extension must be used.

Joe Vitone
Motorola Systems Engineering
Phone 817-245-2376
Pager 800-759-8352 pin 2452376 Two-Way



